
Day 1: Sport Management. Scope. Defined.
OUTLINE: September 7 CLASS TWO: Sport ManagementScope/Defined (Alternate titles:
Sport Administration, Sport Business
Management, Athletics Administration. [Sport not Sports; Athletics
not Athletic]
Definition of Sports Management?

● Sport management involves any combination of skills related to planning, organizing,
directing, controlling, budgeting, leading, and evaluating within the context of an
organization or department whose primary product or service is related to sport or
physical activity

Definition of Sport—What separates “Sport” from activities
or exercise or games?
>Team
>Individual
Examples?

1. Competitions
2. Physical Activity
3. End Result → Win, Lose, Tie
4. Organization → Conference, Federation, Association
5. Rules
6. Skill/Talent
7. Institutionalized → Sports are institutionalized competitive activities that involve

rigorous physical exertion or the use of relatively complex physical skills by participants
motivated by internal and external rewards.

8. Leadership
Definition: an activity involving physical exertion and skill in which an individual or team
competes against another or others for entertainment. All people of business, organizations,
and activity producing facilitating or promoting and organizing activities all centered in
fitness, recreation, athletics, leisure, sport products
Must include:

● Fitness, Recreation, Athletics, Leisure, and Sport Products
Some in the Sport Management Field have a looser
definition…
Defining an athlete? (Class discussion)

● Mentally or Physically robust and High Skill, Competitive Individual, Intelligent,
Bravery, Discipline, Agility.

Definition:
a person who is proficient in sports and other forms of physical exercise
Traditional: they are the games and movements that are traditional to our cultures, from
dances to ball games and water sports
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percentages over those athletes who fell below that threshold. Heated arguments ensued in which
the loudest voices argued for setting GPAs for admission and continuing eligibility at an
alarmingly low level to clear by the path for admission and continuing eligibility for athletes who
no one could argue we’re in any way academically prepared for college. And the hard data the
NCAA’s researchers presented indicated that these young athletes stood virtually no chance of
graduating. Alarmingly, the majority of voices in that NCAA conference room that day cared
more about athletes being able to compete for their respective schools than they did that they
stood a fair chance of graduating with a college diploma. This academic disconnect is the
catalyst for a sad kind of dance coach engagement. They steer their academically underprepared
athletes into “easy” majors and into classes that do not advance the athlete toward graduation,
rather which keep the athlete eligible to compete. When coaches manipulate their athletes’
academic majors and class schedules to ensure they stay eligible rather than ensure they graduate
in four years with a major about which they are passionate and which will equip them for a
productive life, it is a tragic indictment of how far our academic institutions have strayed from
their respective core mission. Several years ago, I interviewed for the Director of Athletics
position at one of the premier Division III colleges in the United States. It happened to be my
alma mater. In the non-competitive recreational interview  process on campus, I learned that the
Admissions Office allowed each team a certain number of "freebies." A "freebie" is a recruit who
is not held to the same admissions standards as the nonathletes applying and are granted
admission largely based on their athletic ability. I was and am fully aware that this is a common
practice; however, it was happening at one of the top-tier Division III colleges in America,
demonstrating the tragedy of how pervasive and deep this prioritization of winning for winning’s
sake has become. This whole phenomenon of intercollegiate athletics in our country has become
like a county fair merry-go-round that has spun out of control and is spinning faster and faster.
Many trustees and administrators on that ride realize something is very wrong, but they also
realize that it is now spinning so fast that they cannot jump off without doing themselves serious
harm. This is the big picture, and it is not a pretty one. But let’s take a look at the actual people in
the trenches. The state of intercollegiate athletics has forced coaches and Directors of Athletics
and even college presidents and trustees onto that merry-go-round, and the result is toxic,
destructive relationships and a tragic misalignment of values and mission. I decided to write this
book because I cherish intercollegiate athletics in its purest form. The prevailing pressures to win
have made it nearly impossible for coaches to care about how competition is influencing athletes
for good truly. The pressure to win for winning's sake has forced coaches to recruit an athlete
who is not academically prepared over one who is. After all, when was the last time you heard of
a coach being fired for a low graduation rate? The toxic escalation of one-upmanship has turned
Athletics Directors into fundraisers and created contentiousness and misunderstanding between
coaches and Athletics Directors. After all, when was the last time you heard of an Athletics
Director being fired for any reason other than his football or basketball team losing? In this book,
I want to paint a picture of what these relationships ought to look like. What ought to be
motivating a coach to coach their team? How ought that relationship between a coach and the
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● Lack of Trust in the Manager/ Suspicion in Other Motives: sneaky or dishonest, kills
charge in a heartbeat and loses respect.

● Avoiding Conflict: just run away, not everyone can be happy, but the organization can
benefit. Good things come out of conflict if you’re not secure.

I. Why do people resist change?

● They are not the ones initiating change: not their idea, powerless,
● Loss of face: if they accept change, it feels to them that they are admitting their way was

always wrong, makes some people think disrespected
● Concerns about future confidence: people doing it a certain way for years don’t

understand the need for change
● Their routines are disruptive: asking people to change is stressful, people may not accept

the transition into their lives
● Creates fear of the unknown - discomfort, scared
● The purpose of the change is not made clear: people don’t like surprises, surprised people

may feel that trust was lost
● Change fear of Failure: see what the company wants but is scared if they can’t do it

anymore
● Rewards for making the change  don’t match the effort: no difference
● The follower’s lack of respect for the relationship or leader

I. How to Promote Change:

● Inform Followers in Advance: a good bit of advance,m weeks or months, even years
● Explain the overall objectives of change: show how the changes are beneficial early.
● Be sure to involve key employees: ask them to be involved and help.
● Never stop the communication from happening - listen to everyone’s input.
● Be Flexible and adaptable throughout the whole process - actively seek things that you

could agree to
● Enthuisastic about Change: whole heartened effort

Day 12: Facility and Event Management

Facility Management: Five Types of Events

1) Mega Events: World Series, Stanley Cup, World Cup, NBA Final, Super Bowl
2) Recurring Events: College Football or Basketball
3) Traveling Events: Grande Prix
4) Ancillary Events: Live Concert after the main event
5) Community Events: State fairs

Five Purposes for Events:

1) Help Local Economy
2) Generate buzz about a product
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